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• 1. 
ABSTRACT 
As we approach the year 2000, most multinational 
corporation (MNCs) are developing strategic plans which 
include geographic expansion into unexplored markets. The 
People's Republic of China represents a prime business 
opportunity because of its sizable population and rapid 
economic growth. 
While many are so excited about China's huge 
untapped market, there remain many questions about the 
actual potential of the market. The actual population of 
''relevant consumers" is far lower than the country's 
reported population 1.2 billion. The problems also exist 
with intellectual property protection and there are 
government policies which are protectionism in nature. 
These are, but a few examples of hindrances to tapping 
the huge China market. 
Over the last five years, China�s beverage industry 
has witnessed a tremendous boom in output and profits. 
Based on statistics by the State Statistic Bureau, there 
are presently 3,194 beverage enterprises operating in the 
country, with a total staff strength of over 203,200^. Of 
this number, 2 percent are technicians. A turnover of 
1��Quenching the thirsty billion, “ Asia Pacific Food Industry 
(Jan / Feb. 1997) 
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us$ 2.26 billion was achieved in 1994, 2.36 times that 
achieved in 1993^. With this rapid expansion, the beverage 
industry has become one of the fastest growing industries 
in China today. 
Among beverage companies in China, The Coca-Cola 
Company Ltd.(Coke) has experienced the most rapid growth 
over the last five years, and China is the focus of Coke 
worldwide because of the huge potential for growth. 
However, there are some underlying problems. For the 
company's development in China which need strategic 
consideration in order to facilitate and effectively tap 
market growth potential. 
These considerations include the following : 
1. government policies to protect the local beverage 
industry hinder Coke's ability to further expand in 
China; 
ii. Coke is too much dependent on Carbonate Soft 
Drinks (CSD) in its business portfolio; 
2��Quenching the thirsty billion, “ Asia Pacific Food Industry 
(Jan / Feb. 1997) 
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iii. Coke lacks a representative in the Non-
Carbonated Soft Drinks (NCSD) segment, which currently 
accounts for 61% of the total beverage market; 
iv. there is large untapped market potential in the 
local / regional brand segment where current brands are 
inconsistent in quality and low priced at the retail 
level. 
A thorough analysis of the beverage market in China 
has been done, along with government and competitive 
issues of concern to Coke. Based on discussions with 
senior management from Coke, consumer research was 
conducted followed by analysis of the market situation. 
Results were used to make recommendations on the business 
strategy. These recommendations include the development 
of a new brand/product to tap the large non-carbonated 
soft drink market while at the same time tackling the 
government protectionist issue, along with an entry 
strategy and launch program for the new product. 
Since it is difficult to predict changes in 
government policy and the overall market situation, it is 
crucial for Coke to be proactive in order to ensure a 
leading position in the industry. The whole notion of 
strategic business planning is a long term and never-
ending process. 
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This chapter will briefly introduce the background 
of the Coca-Cola Company Ltd. (Coke) which cover its 
current performance in China market, the issues it is now 
facing from the government and competitors. This will be 
followed by an analysis of current market situation, and 
with the understanding of the company and market to be 
pursued, a recommendation is made on the new brand 
development and launch strategy. 
Company Background 
The Coca-Cola Company is the worlcPs largest 
beverage company and is the leading producer and marketer 
of soft drink, along with Coca-Cola, recognized as the 
world's best-know brand, the Company markets four of the 
world ^s top five soft drink brands, including diet Coke, 
Fanta and Sprite. Through the world's largest 
distribution system, consumers in nearly 200 countries 
enjoy the Company�s products at a rate of more than 834 
million servings each day. 
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At the outbreak of World War 11, Coca-Cola was 
bottled in 44 countries worldwide, including those on 
both sides of the conflict. But instead of devastating 
the Coca-Cola business, the war only made the entire 
Coca-Cola system more determined to succeed than ever 
before. 
American ^s entry into the war brought an order from 
the President of the Company in 1941��to see that every 
man in uniform gets a bottle of Coca-Cola for 5 cents 
wherever he is and whatever it costs the company.“ 
But the presence of Coca-Cola did more than just 
lift the morale of the troops. In many areas, it gave 
local people their first taste of Coca-Cola - a taste 
they obviously enjoyed. And when peace returned to the 
world, the Coca-Cola system was poised for unprecedented 
worldwide growth. One of the most concentrated areas of 
growth was in Latin America, where during the 1940s 14 
more countries became hosts to Coca-Cola bottling 
operations. From the mid-40s until 1960, the number of 
countries with bottling operations nearly doubled, and 
emerging from a time of conflict, Coca-Cola became the 
worlcPs symbol of peace. 
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Market Outlook 
Following the 9th five-year plan of the beverage 
industry, which spans from 1996 to 2000, and the long-
term ten-year program which ends in the year 2010, the 
total output of beverage will reach 10 million tonnes in 
the year 2000, and 16 million tonnes in 2010. This is a 
marked increase from the existing 6 million tonnes. In 
the next 15 years, attention will be focused on 
carbonated and natural drinks. Development of various 
natural drinks such as fruit juice, vegetable, vegetable 
protein, milk and natural mineral water drinks will be 
sped up. Apple and orange juice should be well developed 
including those fruits which are not suitable for eating 
raw but need to be deeply-processed, like passion fruit, 
kiwiberry, pineapple, mango, apricot, etc. Abundant 
natural water sources will allow for the development of 
mineral water. Functional drinks are also developing. 
The plan and program also state that carbonated 
drinks will continue to be major products taking up 50 
percent in output. Bottlers will aim to reach the same 
standards in quality, packaging and brand naming as the 
leading products, although most of the local product are 
still far from standard. For example, famous local brand 
like Jianlibao in Guangdong, Tianfu Cola in Chongqing, 
Yazhou in Guangzhou, Zhengguanghe in Shanghai, 
Beibingyang in Beijing, Bawangsi in Shenyang, Laoshan in 
Qingdao, Jinmeile in Tianjin and Xuefeili in Shanghai. 
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This will help increase the number of famous and popular 
national brands. 
The industry will also be diversifying its packaging 
practices. Glass bottles and disposable package, like 
two-sheet aluminum can, three-sheet iron can and PET 
bottles, will continue to be developed as the two major 
kinds of packaging. 
Step Into The Coming Largest Consumer Market 
In 1979 when China adopt its open-door policy. Coke 
started building its foothold in China. In December 1996, 
Coca-Cola and Sprite have been voted China ^s most popular 
soft drinks for the fourth year in a row, according to 
two independent national consumer products surveys just 
released in China. 
The daily Consumptive Goods Survey jointly conducted 
by the China Central Television Survey Center and the 
Chinese Statistics Bureau, researched consumer choices of 
more than 5,000 people among 31 major cities in China. 
The study found that Coca-Cola accounted for more 
than 75 percent of consumer cola sales revenue. Coca-Cola 
was also named��Best Brand" in the cola category, snaring 
61 percent of the vote. In both instances, the results of 
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Coca-Cola were nearly triple those of its category�s 
sales volume. 
Brand Coca-Cola also received top honors for the 
fourth consecutive time in the National Market Survey and 
Evaluation of Product Competitiveness. More than 45 
percent of respondents named Coca-Cola as��Best Brand", 
more than three times higher than its nearest competitor. 
Respondents also voted overwhelmingly in favor of Coca-
Cola as the��Brand Most Frequently Purchased", and��My 
1997 First Choice". 
Coca-Cola leads the overall carbonated soft drink 
market in China, with a 23 percent share in total sales, 
nearly three times that of its closest international 
competitor - Pepsi Cola. 
Behind the Story - Proj ectionism Policies of Central 
Government 
Coca-Cola and Pepsi have set up 20 (13 from Coke and 
7 from Pepsi) joint-venture bottling plants in China with 
total investment of over US$ 100 million from 1987 to 
1993. 
Behind the successful story of Coca-Cola in China, 
the two famous foreign beverage enterprise has faced 
strong resistance from the Chinese Government in further 
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developing its empire in this world largest consumer 
market. In 1993 and 1994, the Chinese government approved 
two agreements with Coca-Cola and Pepsi respectively 
where they were both allowed to build another 10 bottling 
plants in China but were required to reserve 30 percent 
of the products for local brands. They were also required 
to assist in the upgrading of eight local beverage 
plants, set up training and research centers and invest 
in the development of local natural drinks. Although the 
two companies have taken hold of the local market, they 
nevertheless brought in capital, technology, sale style 
and an advanced managing system. 
The details of the above agreement are : 
1. Coca-Cola must put effort to build local brand 
carbonated soft drink particular for China market. 
2. At least 30% of the additional 10 bottling 
plants' turnover must be local brand product. 
At the end of 1997, Coca-Cola will be finishing its 
23rd joint-venture bottling plant in China, as agreed 
with Chinese government. This is the last plant among the 
23 approved manufacturing plant in China. When the 
production capacity of the 23 plants being saturated, 
there will be no further room to expand capacity as 
Chinese Government has stopped issuing license for Coke 
to build additional factory. 
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Recently, the government has openly indicated that 
there is lack of progress for China brand which may lead 
to further control. Hence, fulfillment of the agreement 
with Chinese government act like a license to grow the 
company^s core business 一 Coca-Cola, Sprite. 
Scope and Objective 
An thorough analysis of Coke�s issues of further 
development in China, with particular aspect in 
Government interference and new business potential, will 
be done in this paper. Afterwards, a strategic business 
planning will be formulated which include development of 




Extensive information is needed to understand Coke's 
current business situation and their vision of developing 
beverage business in China. The company's relationship 
with Light Industrial Bureau {association under Chinese 
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government managing the beverage industry), their recent 
policy and impact on Coke�s business. An interview will 
be done with the General Manager - China Brand, Coca-Cola 
China Ltd. Co. to understand the above situation. 
References from brand management literature and 
books will be made to help formulating the total brand 
development philosophy. 
Market research data will be used to identify the 
business potential, consumer aspiration, emotional needs 
and also consumers' general beverage consumption 
behavior. The findings from research will form the data 




A successful brand is an identifiable product, 
service, person or place, augmented in such a way that 
the buyer or user perceives relevant unique added values 
which match their needs most closely. Furthermore its 
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success results from being able to sustain these added 
values in the face of competition. 
Brands deliver a variety of benefits, which of ease 
can be classified as satisfying buyers� rational and 
emotional needs. Successful brands are those which have 
the correct balance in terms of their ability to satisfy 
these two needs. For example, cigarette smokers have a 
variety of rational needs such as seeking the best value, 
or best taste, or best quality, or a certain aroma or 
achieving relaxation, etc. The extent to which different 
brands satisfy particular rational needs will be assessed 
by the consumer trying different brands, examining the 
packaging, looking at the shape of the cigarette, 
considering its price, etc. Besides these rational needs 
they will also be seeking to satisfy emotional needs, 
such as prestige, or distinctiveness, or style, or social 
reassurance, etc. The extent to which different brands 
satisfy these emotional needs will be evaluated by 
consumers recalling promotion, or assessing who smokes 
different brands, or considering what situations 
different brands are consumed in, etc. To succeed, the 
marketer must understand the extent to which their brand 
satisfy rational and emotional needs and then develop 
marketing programs accordingly. 
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Positioning Brands as Added Value Offerings 
Brands succeed because customers perceive them as 
having added values, that is, values over and above their 
commodity constituents. But success comes from developing 
added values which make brands noticeably different from 
competitive brands and which result in relevant and 
welcomed attributes. 
The book Creating Powerful Brands (by Leslie de 
Chernatony & Malcolm H.B. McDonald, 1995) has mentioned a 
holistic approach which was used as the basis of brand 
development model in my approach. 
The approach is : 
1. Being differentiated from competition, in such a way 
that the name is instantly associated with specific 
added values. 
2. Having added values which satisfy both functional and 
emotional needs. 
3. Being perceived as a low risk purchase. 
4. Making purchasing easy through being presented as an 
effective shorthand device. 
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5. Being backed by a registered trademark, legally 
guaranteeing a specific standard of consistency. 
In other words, successful brands do not stress just 
one part of the brand asset. They blend all these 
components together. Furthermore, they ensure that a 
coherent approach is adopted, with each component 
reinforcing the others. 
Identifying Added Values 
The following model as illustrated in the book 
Creating Powerful Brands (by Leslie de Chernatony & 
Malcolm H.B. McDonald) a helpful conceptualization of the 








The generic level 
At its most basic, there is the generic product or 
services functionality that enables firms to be in the 
market. For example, the cars produced by for, Vauxhall 
and Toyota; the home loans advanced by the Abbey National 
and Halifax; the computers from IBM, Hewlett Packard and 
Fujitsu. At this level, it is relatively easy to develop 
�me-too' versions. For example, a small, hatchback, town 
car is offered by Ford, Renault and Peugot, amongst 
others. In developed countries, this is rarely the basis 
for differentiation. 
The expected level 
Buyers and users have a perception about the minimum 
characteristics that differentiate competing brands in 
the same product field. At the expected level, products 
and services are made to satisfy purchaser ^s minimum 
requirements for attributes such as name, packaging, 
design, availability, price, quantity and so on. 
One of the most helpful ways of identifying what 
these characteristics should be is through depth 
interviews with buyers and users. 
The augmented level 
With more experience, buyers become more confident 
and experiment with other brands, seeking the best value 
and they begin to pay more attention to price. To 
• 
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maintain customer loyalty, and price premiums, marketers 
augment their brands, through the addition of further 
benefits, such as, for example, the inclusion of a self-
diagnostic fault chip in washing machines. 
At the augmented stage, several brands may well come 
to be perceived as satisfying the same motivational 
needs. For example, Heineken, Skol and Carling Black 
Label all offer refreshment. So consumers focus on the 
discrimination factors. These may be functional features 
such as size, shape, color, availability. 
In effect, at the augmented stage, buyers have 
narrowed down the list of suitable brands by considering 
those which match their motivational needs, the they 
differentiate between these brands on the basis of 
discriminators relevant to their particulars lifestyles. 
The potential level 
Eventually, however, buyers and users come to regard 
such augmentation as a standard requirement for brands. 
To stop the augmented brand slipping back to the expected 
level, where buyers would be more interested in prices, 
the brand marketer needs to become more innovative and 
develop new added values to push the brand into the 
potential phase. 
One way of identifying new added values for these 
highly experienced buyers is to map out the channels 
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through which the brand passes, from manufacturer to end 
user. At each stage in this chain of events, the brand 
marketer needs to appreciate exactly how the brand is 
used and who is using it. A sample of these individuals 
coming in contact with the brand should be interviewed to 
assess their likes, dislikes and views about 
improvements. 
Eventually, competitors will follow with similar 
ideas and buyers will gain more confidence, switching 
between brands that they perceive as being similar. Yet 
again, the brand may slip back to the expected level 
unless the brand marketer recognizes that he must 
continually track buyers‘ views and be prepared to keep 
on improving his brand. 
Segmentation 
The segmentation method illustrated in the book The 
Handbook of Brand Management (by David Arnold, 1993) is 
used to identify extrinsic positioning of the new China 
brand. 
The segmentation graphic is : 
Psychographic segmentation 
As the basis of these models is the psychology or 
personality of the consumer, they are quite close to the 
wants that then manifest themselves in brand preferences. 
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The drawback is that customers can be characterized only 
after extensive research. Any company that is prepared to 
commit the resources to this research, however is likely 
to gain a competitive edge at this stage by understanding 
the market structure better than anybody else, and thus 
being able to target the offering better. 
Psychographic segmentation schemes will usually 
produce labels for each type, relating to their general 
motivation. One scheme produced by the advertising agency 
Young & Rubicam, divides the population into four broad 
types : 





Also well known is the VALS^ (Values and Lifestyles) 
scheme, which is based on whether individuals are outer-
directed (i.e. take their standards and tastes from those 
prevalent in society) or inner-directed (i.e. develop 
their own individual standards)• Some other schemes are 
known as��lifestyle" segmentation and may be based upon 
1 F.A. Hohne, ''Segmenting Buyers on the Basis of Their Business 
Strategies," International Journal of Research in Marketing 1 (1984), 
pp. 183-98 
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activity patterns such as leisure activities, or��AIO"2 
segmentation (Attitudes, Interest, and Opinion). 
These segmentation schemes allow brand companies to 
aim their offers directly at motivations. There is a 
double benefit : first, the motivation will be a better 
predictor of what the consumer is likely to buy; second, 
the segment is likely to be more homogeneous. It is a 
guiding principle of such schemes that they cut across 
��cruder" measures such as. demographic descriptors. The 
''innovators" in a market, for instance, might be found 
scattered across various age, income, or social class 
groups - the only thing they have in common is the 
description of��innovator�. 
The problems with this type of scheme are twofold. 
First, in some markets there is no evidence of a link 
between��general" personality type and brand preferences. 
This may be overcome as research gets better at handling 
this type of variable. In any case, any general scheme 
must be understood to be just that - a first point of 
contact rather than the whole picture. The second problem 
is that, if targets are identified, they may be hard to 
access; a valid objection, although the situation will 
surely improve with the fragmentation of the media and 
the increasing sophistication of direct marketing 
methods. 
2 thomas V. Bonoma and Benson Shapiro, ''Segmenting the 
Industrial Market" (New York : Free Press, 1983) 
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The general Psychographic schemes should be looked 
at as replacements for or enhancements of the old general 
demographic schemes. In that address consumer motivations 
rather than external characteristic, they must represent 
a step forward. 
Benefit/Situational segmentation 
It is possible to apply psychographic schemes not at 
the general level but in a market-specific way. Customers 
are divided up on the basis of their attitudes and usage 
patterns in a particular market. This amounts to a 
segmentation by the benefits sought by consumers in that 
particular market. Such a scheme has to be produced by a 
specially commissioned research study (whereas some 
general psychographic schemes are available on the open 
market)； it could be syndicated among members of an 
industry, buy such is the scope for providing a ', 
competitive edge that it is more usual for a company to 
undertake the research on a solo basis. 
The customer profiles that emerge can in fact be a 
mixture of behavioral, psychographic, and demographic 
information. This gives an in-depth picture of the 
dynamics of demand in the market, which is by definition 
the basis of properly informed marketing management, and 
it can be used to aid any marketing decision. Such 
studies are carried out only periodically (say, every 
three to five years), partly because of the resources 
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needed, and partly because they deal with fundamentals of 
demand that may evolve only slowly. They are generally 
commissioned to gain a picture of the overall market when 
a major strategic decision is being considered, such as a 
new brand launch or a repositioning. 
CHAPTER IV 
SITUATION ANALYSIS 
An interview has been conducted with Mr. Michael 
Leong, the General Manager - China Brand of Coca-Cola 
China Ltd. in regarding the current situation of Coke's 
business in China. 
The main issues which Coke are facing now are the 
Government ^s intervention policy and the shift of market 
share from Carbonated Soft Drinks (CSD) segment to Non-
carbonated Soft Drinks (NCSD) segment. 
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Business Potential 
Total beverage market size in 1996 is 2,427,837,000 
unit cases . The split of CSD and NCSD share is 39% and 
61% respectively (appendix 1). 
From 1992 to 1996, the grow of market is rapid with 
an average growth of 15% each year (appendix 2). Both 
NCSD and CSD is growing and it is expected there is 
tremendous sales growth opportunities for both NCSD and 
CSD market in the coming years. Lots of brands enter into 
the market and there is a lot of regional local brand 
dominating some regions. The local brands are low quality 
and they are relatively cheap in retail price. 
Here below are Coke�s representation in China 
beverage market : 
1996 Coke share in CSD segment� 
Coca - Cola : 12.4% 
Sprite : 12.1% 
Fanta : 0.9% 
Others : 0.6% 
1996 Coke share in NCSD segment 
Hi-C, Sunfil, Bonaqua : 0.2% 
3 Data source from Coke�s Research Department released in February 
1997. 
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As seen from the above figures. Coke is actually 
inactive in NCSD segment. However, NCSD is now occuping a 
major share in the total beverage market and is expected 
to grow at a faster pace than CSD as people are becoming 
more health conscious. Competitors in this segment are 
mainly local brands with high brand awareness and long 
established foothold. They are : 
Brand Product 
Jianlibao Fruit Juice 
Yeshu Coconut Juice 
Bij iashan Mineral Water 
Qiangli Fruit Juice 
This implies that Coke must put effort to build 
strong brand in this segment quickly. 
For CSD market, a large proportion (around 64%) of 
the market are local brands(appendix 3). There are no 
dominate players in this segment and most of the brands 
are strong in there own region only. The quality is 
inconsistent and relatively low in retail price. 
Government Intervention 
In 1993, Coke has entered into agreement with 
Chinese Government to build addition 10 new plants in 
China. In additional to this approval. Coke has to 
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demonstrate effort in helping to build China brand 
beverage in China market, (the Chinese government do not 
want international beverage brand like Coca-Cola and 
Pepsi to dominate the local market)• To be more specific, 
30% of total turnover of Coke has to be from China 
brand. Although there is no specific time limit to reach 
this turnover requirement. Coke definitely has to 
demonstrate effort in building China brand. 
To simplify, it is a license to grow Coke�s core 
business, i.e. Coca-Cola and Sprite. If Coke do not 
achieve the volume commitment, Coca-Cola and Sprite sales 
will be suppressed by the Chinese government. 
CHAPTER V 
STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK FOR DEVELOPING A CHINA BRAND : 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
In order to achieve 30% total turnover of Coke from 
local China brand (which the Chinese consumer think that 
it is the brand developed in China and belongs to China, 
not a brand from USA), it is necessary and essential for 
Coke to develop its own new China brand in CSD and NCSD 
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segment in order to achieve 30% of turnover target and 
benefit from the income of selling beverage base. 
Besides, China brand can also be used to capture the 
large business potential existed in NCSD segment of 
China beverage market. 
Business Objectives 
1. To enter the fast-growing segments effectively 
2. To achieve 30% of corporate volume 
Using both Corporate and China Brand products to 
fully meet the need of Chinese consumers, assert 
leadership position in every major beverage segments. 
Indigenous Vs. Corporate 
There are two different types culture in people ^ s 
perception ==> Indigenous vs. Corporate : 
Indigenous means : 
Local, Cultural, Home-grow, Original, Ethnic, Root of 
things 
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Corporate means : 
Global, Foreign, Cosmopolitan, Cross-culture, Transplant 
For Coke, all its existing brand (Coca-Cola, Sprite, 
Fanta) fall into the area of corporate culture. There is 
a vacuum area in the indigenous culture. 
Business Strategy 
To launch a new China brands and products in the 
potential growing NCSD segment. 
Use fewer brands to cover many different categories 
so that there is no need to build new brands again for 
products at different categories. This is an effective 
way of optimizing resources as building a new brand has 
high failure rate and investment behind is substantial. 
This leading to an philosophy that brand is enduring, but 
products are disposable. 
Brand Portfolio Vision of Coke 
In order to incorporate the China brand into the 
existing brand of Coke and to properly allocate marketing 
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funds according to brand priority, here below is the 
vision for brand portfolio : 
Priority Brand Classification Distribution 
1 Coca-Cola Corporate Nation-wide 
2. Sprite Corporate Nation-wide 
3. New NCSD brand China brand Nation-wide 
-NCSD Segment 




CHINA BRAND DEVELOPMENT PHILOSOPHY 
It is learning the local market, listening and 
understanding about consumer aspiration and creating 
things. The new brand should truly fulfill local 
consumers� needs. It is a totally creating and building 
of brands. 
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Modern technology is bringing people around the 
globe closer and closer together. It allows people to 
understand, to learn, and to appreciate other cultures 
better than ever before. Through interactions and 
exchanges of ideas with other cultures made possible by 
modern technology, people realized that it is becoming 
more and more coherent in terms of people needs and 
wants, their perspectives, and even beliefs. In effect, 
the world is becoming a large melting pot, a mosaic. 
To be able to contribute in building this mosaic, 
each of us on this globe must be able to give out what we 
value the most. And this should be something that is 
belong to us, share by us, and unique to us. That it is 
something that can represent us. And this something, we 
believe, is our culture. It is until all of us can 
identify, understand, and accept the commonality and 
differences exist in our respective cultures, we would 
became a true mosaic. 
China brand should contribute in building this 
mosaic. It is recognize that there are different cultures 
on this planet, people respect and appreciate the values 
embodied in these cultures. And to enable others to 
understand them, we must first find out what truly 
represent them, articulate them and express them to 
others. 
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China brand seeks to identify, articulate and 
express the enduring core values that shaped people 
behaviors, that we all share among us, that bond us 
together. It is about culture, and it seeks to represent 
it. 
China brand suppose to appeal to such a person : she 
is a person who is interested in the world around her, 
understand and appreciate different cultures. And yet on 
the other hands, has deep feelings of her own root, 
values shared by her people, and the culture she lives 
in. 
When it is said China brand should represent culture 
and enduring value, it means that it should represents 
the values and the part of culture that evolved a long 
time ago and is still relevant to the people today. 
What needs to be made sure during the creation 
process are that : 
1. It does not mean �the past', �old', or �tradition'. 
Because these are no longer relevant to consumers of 
today. 
2. It is not bound by geographic borders. It is not 
nationalistic. It is philosophical and ideal. 
3. It is not seeing another culture from outsiders 
perspective. It is seeing the local culture from the 
local perspective. 
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When developing the brand, it should be kept in mind 
that brand building in China means creating a durable 
brand, just like the culture it will come to represent. 
We should not focus on the product simply because the 
brand should be enduring, but product are disposable. 
Indigenous = Culture 
X Extrinsic Intrinsic 
The brand and product, (extrinsic and intrinsic) are 
culturally relevant. Culture, therefore, is the spirit of 
China brand. 
It has a brand proposition that derives from local 
core, enduring values and beliefs. It is about the root, 
the enduring spirits that local consumers always aspire 
to. These values do not change overtime although they may 
manifest itself in different forms in different times. 
These are the aspirations that bond people together and 
serve as a benchmark that differentiate them from others. 
China brand should utilize ^home-grow' ingredients 
or flavors that local consumers are familiar with. This 
is cultural relevant. 
The brand should participate in the growing segment 
of beverage market. 
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Process Overview 
The process of brand development should be a totally 
consumer driven one, taking care both psychological and 
physical needs. The recommended process is as follows : 
DISCOVER : Consumers' viewpoint on products 
and attitudes, in-depth studies 
on values 
IDENTIFY : Potential direction 
INTEGRATE : Consumer psychological and 
physical needs 
CREATE : Brand / Product for consumers 
Research 
The process should start with market research on 
Chinese consumer culture in order to understand 
consumers� aspiration of their life, their emotional 
needs, and also consumers' general beverage consumption 
behavior. 
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The findings in the research will be used as 
background information to develop brand proposition and 
relevant brand component. 
The key issues covered in the research should be : 
1. What are the prevalent attitudes of the Chinese 
consumers 
2. What are the consumer defined beverage segments 
3. Where is the biggest opportunities for a��China Br nd" 
On the values of life, the research should focus on 
local consumers' overall value and core attitudes, the 
balance of core cultural values and new changes. 
On the segmentation of market, the research focus on 
how the consumer categorize beverage product, the 
motivation and usage of the targeted segment(s). 
There are several researches and interviews done by 
Coke since 1995, which can be used as foundation for 
China brand development. They are : 
1. Interviews with opinion leader from Media & Academic 
sector 
Target interviewees : Reporters, Editors, Professors, 
Youth leaders 
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Task : Understand what it�s like to live in China as a 
Chinese. Not so much the day to day physical 
realities but from an emotional and spiritual 
point of view on : 
-social trends 
-fashions 
一 cultural heritage 
- goals / ambitions / aspirations 
-favorite hobbies, activities, images, hero 
-source of information, trends, etc. 
2. Interviews with Trade People and Market Observation 
Target : Wholesalers, Retailers in Beijing, Shanghai, 
Guangzhou 
Task : Understand the trade dynamics with the local 
beverage market and the new product 
introduction process 
-perception on trend and expectation with new 
products 
- incentives for supporting new products 
-definition of critical success factors 
_ customer / consumer needs 
3. Consumer Trend Reports 
i. The general consumer research done by Coke : 
Teenage Study in China, China Youth Research, Youth 
�一 Attitude Study 
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ii. Focus Groups 
Target : Aged 18-34, Packaged drink users, 
Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou 
Task : 
-Understand existing consumer dynamics in terms 
of usage and attitude toward current product 
types / brands 
一 Identify core consumption motivations, both 
extrinsic (brand image) and intrinsic (product) 
一 Explore any existing or potential future needs 
-Identify and articulate key segment 
opportunities for an indigenous Chinese brand 
Discussion guide outline : 
-What are your favorite packaged drinks. Why and 
How do they use it and describe it 
-Any drinks that they make themselves at home 
-Natural based product sorting discussion 
(definition, characteristic, description, 
association and any sub-categorization) 
-Product Sorting - How and Why 
-Design your ideal packaged drink - use 
projective technique to probe imagery and 
discuss ingredients and associate benefits 
-Reaction towards specific brands and selected 
new products from other markets 
-How do they evaluate new products 
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Research findings 
1. Consumers Insight 
From the research, the Chinese consumers are proud 
of China thousand years' history and culture. They are 
optimistic about their current and future life. Most of 
them enjoy the benefit of economic reform and 
advancement. The consumers are conscious about their 
status and tends to be materialistic. They are ambition 
and eager to seek opportunities to perform. 
In terms of consumption, they are longing for new 
variety and is willing to try new things. They are 
becoming more conscious about the quality and brand of 
product. 
In terms of values and lifestyles (Psychographic 
Segmentation) of consumers, the following factors are the 
values which they treasure a lot : 
Trust, Generosity, Desire for 
Harmony, Character Status 
In term of product segment, it is natural drinks. 
From the research, consumers are very concern about the 
naturalness of product. They like the product which is 
good for their health. 
They did mention that��Heaven" and��Sky" is the 
symbol which they can associate with��naturalness" 
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2. Consumer Categorization of Beverage Products 
Products Consumer Categorization 
CSD ^ C ^ CSD ^ ^ 
Juice — 
Herbal > ( Natural Base) 
_ ^ ^ • " ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Desert Drink 
Health Medicinal ^ (^^^ Health ^ ^ 
Soy Drink "^ >^ ^^ ^^  
Milk Drink ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ d ^ M i l k Base^^ 
Yogurt Drink ^ " ^ 
Bottled Water ^ ]^^ ^^ Bo^ led Water^ 
Traditional Chinese ^^^_^^^ 
RTD Flavored Western Tea ^ (^^^^ Teas ^^^^ 
Based on findings in the researches, the following 
figure 1 on next page summarized brand proposition of new 
China Brand i.e. how Values and Lifestyle co-exist with 
various product attributes in a harmony way. 
Brand Proposition 
Psychographic segment 
Bountiful : The brand is related to the grandness of 




nutritious, good good quality, 
for body, premium choice, 
natural variety, 
comes from the taste like the fruits, 
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Natural drink from the earth. 
Product category 
Product categories which are considered as 
compatible with the intended propositions includes: 
Packaged water. Juice, vegetable juice and fruit tea 
are found to be more strongly associated with the 
intended propositions, than the other listed categories. 
They are more likely to be associated with 
naturalness e.g. beverage made of fruit and/or vegetables 
and assuming no additives in packaged water. Water, juice 
and vegetable juice are well received as having high 
health value. 
Brand Architecture 
Product -_> Natural --> Juice, Herbal Tea, Water, Tea 
Image --> Bountiful --> From the Bounty of China to the 
people of China 
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Brand Positioning 
For the young generation who are optimistic, believe 
they have achieved certain goals in their life and desire 
to share their achievements with others. 
��China Br nd" (brand name needed to be fixed later) 
is the natural beverage which tastes better than all 
existing products and has a consistent high quality, 
rich, authentic taste. 
It is because only��China Br nd" is made by the 
Coca-Cola Company, with superior quality and taste 
derived from the best quality indigenous ingredients, 




Target Audience : 一 � � F o r the young generation who are 
optimistic, believe they have 
achieved certain goals in their life 
and desire to share their 
achievements with others.“ 
The��China Brand" consumers are people 18-35, 
considered to be the young generation of Chinese. They 
are better educated. They work in the developing cities 
in China and are earning a better living than the 
previous generation. 
In particular, they are the generation who are not 
much affected by Cultural Revolution from 1966-1976. They 
did not go through the harshness of this country^s 
disaster. They are better educated than their parent's 
generation and are more open-minded for new things and 
accept changes. 
They have an optimistic vigor about the economic 
development and the future of the country. There is a lot 
of room for the society and themselves to grow and they 
will benefit from this advancement because there are 
increasing job/career opportunities. 
They have achieved some personal goals in their life 
and are willing to work hard to achieve other goals. Once 
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they achieve their personal goals, they consider 
themselves successful. 
They have pride in the thousand years' of Chinese 
culture and preserve traditional values. They have a very 
strong family bond and are eager for respect from the 
family and recognition from their peer group. They admire 
those who are successful in their jobs but at the same 
item are generous, care about and able to share their 
success with others. 
Frame of Reference : 一 � � C h i n a Brand is the natural 
beverage" 
Natural drink is a segment which covers more than 
one traditional category. The ingredients have to come 
from the earth, i.e. natural ingredients and are good for 
your body. 
China Brand' s primary competition will come from 
different categories with natural ingredients, both local 
or imported brands. These categories may include juice 
drinks, traditional herbal drinks, fruit/vegetable 
blends, fruit tea, floral teas, Chinese teas, or milk-
base drinks. 
Nevertheless, initial volume will mostly come from 
juice category. 
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��China Br nd" has the opportunity to define an 
entire new concept of high quality indigenous natural 
drinks due to the absence of a top quality competitive 
product. 
Point of Difference :_��Which tastes better than all 
existing products and has a 
consistent high-quality, rich, 
authentic taste." 
China Brand's taste is rich and authentic due to the 
proprietary high quality Coca-Cola manufacturing 
standards. It is a brand which the young Chinese 
generation aspires to. 
Support : ~ ''Because only China Brand is made by the Coca-
Cola Company, with superior quality and taste 
derived from the best quality indigenous 
ingredients.“ 
The quality of the product, as exemplified by taste, 
will be consumer preferred versus all competitors. 
Flavors of the products should be considered by 
consumers as indigenous and should taste like the sources 
which they come from. 
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Mouth-feel of the product should be like the 
authentic drinks they prepare at home which is perceived 
as the genuine. The consistent, dependable, superior 
quality is due to the manufacturing expertise attributed, 
and associated with, The Coca-Cola Company. 
Support :��Cnina Br nd represents the kind of person they 
aspire to be.� • 
There is a strong desire and aspiration in the minds 
of the young Chinese for a harmonious balance between 
achieving their personal goal and gain respect and 
recognition through sharing their success with their 
family and the peer group. China Brand's��Bountiful 
Chinese" proposition embodies this aspiration and need. 
Brand Characteristic 
Brand characteristic is the personality of the brand 
perceived by consumers. It has to be conveyed in any 
communication of the brand to consumers and needed to be 
consistent all the way through in any means of 
communication. 
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New & Traditional, Unique. 
Brand Components 
All the brand components are designed such that they 
are consistently communicating the brand proposition to 
consumers. 
Brand name 
Name that related to bountiful of China, communicate 
naturalness of the product. In the research, some of the 
consumer mentioned that��Heaven" and��Sky" is element 
which they can associate with naturalness and grandness. 
It is suggested that tentatively the name of China Brand 
taken as��Heave & Earth" - H&E. 
The acceptance of brand name and it's relevance to 




As H&E is an umbrella brand of Coke for non-
carbonated soft drink, H&E should cover all the potential 
category in NCSD segment. The portfolio chart is as 
follows : 
Initial entry to market should start with Juice 
product. To identify and develop flavor with Chinese 
consumers consider as indigenous, familiar and prefers. 
From the research, the popular and favorable flavors 
include Mango, Lychee, Guava, Coconut, Shanzha, Star 
Fruit, Hami-melon, Longan, Mandarin •••• 
Taste Test 
For all the new flavor developed, it should be 
tested by consumers before actually launched in the 
market. Consumer taste test is an important process to 
quantify consumer acceptance on the flavors. Two 
approaches could be used : 
Monadic taste test 
If there is no similar product or direct competitors 
in market, the new product should be blind tested in 
single and ask the consumer to give rating. 
Paired Comparison 
If there is similar product in the market, the new 
product should be blind tested against the 
competitor. Benchmark of the taste test result is 
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��higher consumer preference versus market leader or 
key competitor" 
Packaging & Pricing 
Objective is to create a high quality image and 
matches the brand characteristic of H&E. Visual with sky 
and mountain could be used to communicate the grandness 
of the brand. The flavor identifier on pack must be 
prominent enough so that consumer can tell the flavor at 
first glance. It has to communicate the premium product 
quality. 
In order to create uniqueness among the competitor, 
a 280g can is suggested instead of the normal standard 
250g can in market. The 280g can is relatively taller 
than the rest of the competitors when placed on shelf and 
it offers more to consumers. It is important to tell 
consumer a reason to choose a product given there are 
thousands of similar products in market. The 30g 
additional volume is an attractive tangible benefit to 
consumer. 
Advertising Promise 
H&E is a natural beverage made for the people of 
China from the bounty of China. Its quality and taste is 
clearly superior to all current products. 
This message should comes through in all kinds of 
advertising materials including TV commercials, radio. 
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print, outdoor advertising, point of sales materials, 
etc.. 
Launch Strategy 
Building the brand 
Brand is the most valuable asset of The Coca-Cola 
Company. All the effort are direct towards building the 
brand. The objective is to build an enduring brand 
covering multi-category, although the product is 
disposable. 
To be successful in the market, there are some 
general Principles for the successful marketing of a new 
product : 
1. Infrastructure 
a. Experience Marketing & Sales team who knows the 
local market well. 
b. Strong support from the company for the launch of 
new product. 
2. Product 




Distribution, Merchandising, Sales team incentive 
program. Distributor program. Wholesaler program. 
Retailer program. Promotion, Display 
4. Pull 
Advertising, Sampling, Consumer promotion, POP 
5. Consumer Offtake 
Awareness -> Incentive -> Interest 一> Trial -> Repeat 
purchase -> Sales -> Profits 
There is no magic！ To be successful, all the above 
must be done well. 
However, there is usually budget constraint for a 
new product at launch stage and hence we need to set 
priority in the brand launch process. 
The tools of building brand at launch stage should 
be : 
a. TV advertising as the foundation and core support for 
the brand. 
b. Radio and print to generate continuous presence; and 
support consumer promotion 
c. Consumer promotion to create more excitement to the 
consumers 
d. Sampling of products to help distributing products to 
consumers� hand 
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e. Trade incentive and premiums to customers and 
encourage them to promote the brand 
f. Continuous presence of Point of Sales materials in 
outlets 
g. Merchandising items for selected channels 
In terms of launch cities, it needs focus in big 
potential cities at launch stage and then roll-out 
nationally, after building substantial volume base. 
Advertising budget could increase by then due to the 
bigger sales volume. 
Hence, launch H&E in 2-4 key cities with full 
marketing and sales support. The initial launch cities 
should be the major economic zones where the beverage 
market is huge. e.g. Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou 
Product strategy 
Objective 
Launch the top 2 popular juice drink and 2 unique 
flavors to achieve mass appeal and shelf presence. 
Popular flavor : Orange, Apple 
Unique flavor : Lychee, Guava 
Package & Pricinq Strategy 
Objective 
a. Launch with the most popular packages to enhance 
consumer acceptability. 
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b. Parity pricing with mainstream premimn competitors. 
Packages Retail Price 
280g can RMB 3.00 - 3.50 
Distribution strategy 
Objective is to maximize product availability in all 
beverage outlets 
The main focus of the initial launch is on-premise 
outlets, e.g. food stores, supermarkets, restaurants, 
entertainment centers and hotels. Followed by a roll out 
plan for wholesalers and institutional purchase for 
volume generation. 
Merchandising & Display Objective 
A good merchandising could enhance visibility of 
product to consumer on-premise and thus enhance product 
trial. To enable merchandising is done properly, a 
guideline to salesman is of upmost important. 
Merchandising Guideline 
a. Next to leading competitors in��Juice Drink", "Juice 
CSD" 
b. Shoulder to hip level. 
c. No top or bottom shelves 
d. Minimum 3 facings per SKU for small stores 
Minimum 5 facings per SKU for large stores 
More facings for top sellers and less facings for 
slower sellers. 
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e. Identity / Price tag for each SKU must be in place at 
all time 
f. Put up as many display as possible. 
A Plan-0-Gram showing the model display of H&E in 
supermarket is shown as an illustration of the above 
merchandising guideline (Figure 2): 
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Figure 2 
H&E - Model Plan-0-Gram 
Supermarket 
丁叩 Level Shoulder 
Other products h 
Orange Apple 
Lychee Mango Coconut Lemon Tea yj 
Other products Hip 
Bottom Level 
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Point Of Sales Materials 
Objective 
a. Create awareness and excitement at point-of-purchase 
b. Blanket stores with Point of Sales materials 
c. Overshadow competition 





-Consumer leaflet (information sheet of product to 
consumer) 
-Trade leaflet (information sheet of product, trade 





Display is an very effective way of getting the 
presence of product in front of consumers. It is an 
effective means of improving product distribution and 
initiate trial. It is suggested to have extensive display 
scheme in retail outlets during launch and hot summer. 
The types of outlet covered should be : 
- Food stores. Department stores. Supermarket, Small 
provincial store / street vendor 
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Display Scheme Suggested : 
Scheme A 
a. Display 15 cases of H&E 
b. Display H&E poster, bunting and hanging mobile 
c. Display fee : RMB 250 / month 
Scheme B 
a. Display 5 case of H&E 
b. Display H&E poster, bunting and hanging mobile 
c. Display fee : RMB 120 / month 
Sampling 
Objective is to maximize brand awareness, exposure, 
trial and sale at point of sales 
Strategy 
Sampling is the most effective and economic way of 
advertising the brand and induce product trial. For H&E 
at launch period, a massive sampling program at targeted 
areas. e.g. Restaurants, Supermarkets, Shopping malls, 
on-streets; is of essential important. If budget allows, 
the sampling program should be on-going covering most of 
the time of the year. 
High Traffic Spot Sampling 
Set up sampling booth and cooler with strong H&E 
identity in retail outlets with high traffic. The 
sampling girls should be in H&E uniform to invite tasting 
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and distribute product leaflets. Premium items could be 
used to attract big volume purchase. 
Consumer Promotion 
Objective 
a. Build high profile visibility and arouse consumer 
interest. 
b. Build image and awareness 
c. Promote trial, repurchase and multiple purchase 
There are thousands of consumers being ran in China 
each year. Consumers are getting used to promotions. 
Their interest level at consumer promotion are not as 
high as before. Promotion with complicated mechanism and 
low winning chance is not suitable for China as the 
consumers are not yet sophisticated enough to understand 
the promotion. 
Cash incentive and instant win mechanism is the most 
effective of getting consumers' interests : 
Idea 
Prizes with one million cash prize 
Mechanics : 
a. When consumer buy one H&E juice drink, consumer will 
get a chance to win RMB 5,000 cash prize. 
b. The prize are printed at the can's pull ring with 
values RMB 5, RMB 50, RMB 500, RMB 5,000. Total value of 
the prize is over RMB 1,000,000. 
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b. The cash prize should be easily redemed at convenient 
location e.g. at retail outlets. 
Trade promotion 
Trade meeting 
Organize a trade meeting with retailers and 
wholesalers. The meeting serve as a function of gathering 
all the trade people and then formally introduce the 
launch of new product to them. During the meeting, brand 
components and trade incentives were introduced. The 
trade incentive must be more attractive than the current 
beverage product they are distributing now in order to 
encourage distribution of the new product. 
Trade incentive 
To give additional incentive to retailer and 
wholesaler in order to attract them to distribute new 
product. The more sales from a customer, the more 
incentives they can get. The incentive could be travel 
award or shopping vouchers. 
Please see appendix 4 for the year-round promotion plan 
for H&E . 
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Future Plan 
The following are the key step for H&E future 
development : 
a. Expand the brand from major economic zones to other 
developing markets, e.g. Wuhan, Hangzhou, Nanjing, 
Shenyang 
b. Expand from juice category to other categories, e.g. 
herbal tea, mineral water, etc. 
c. Expand the package mix, e.g. from can to tetra pack 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
This case illustrate a good example of how a MNC 
tackle protectionism policies in China, while at the same 
time capture the growing market potential. The process of 
brand development, starting from identifying market 
segmentation, understanding consumer need to formation of 
brand components, is a totally consumer driven one. This 
is a crucial factor leading to the success of a brand. 
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Aside from building a strong and market relevant 
brand, the infrastructure supporting distribution of 
product is also very important. Especially in the case of 
China where direct deliver of product to retail outlets 
is still not available, using local distributors to reach 
all these stores might in theory offer a cost-effective 
answer. However, distribution channels are also highly 
fragmented. Most foreign companies find they are dealing 
with hundreds or even thousands of distributors directly. 
Control of distribution and retail price are difficult. 
Coke should carefully evaluate their bottler's sales 
and distribution infrastructure in China. In the city 
where infrastructure is not sufficient to support multi 
brands, Coca-Cola should be the top priority and nothing 
can be done at the expense of it. It is suggested to 
launch the new China brand only in a few cities where 
support is sufficient. New brand always require extra 
care and additional incentive to motivate salesman and 




Size of Total Beverage Category (1996) 
/ ^ " ^ / NCSD: 610厂 Z \ 
, CSD: 39% 
VJ7 
NCSD : 1,481,353,000 u/cs 
• • 
CSD : 946,484,000 u/cs 
Total : 2,427,837,000 u/cs 
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